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When Temperatures Rise, We Rise To The Occasion

As an application/installation, Data Centers provide an interesting challenge to
the engineers designing the systems mitigating the heat transfer required for
server farms and data centers; one of the fastest growing applications in the
commercial valve marketplace. The conditions involved in most data centers
are not particularly difficult, typically involving providing chilling service for
equipment that is very sensitive to both high and low operating temperatures.
But although these temperatures fall within the tolerances of most
commercial/industrial valves, the nature of the services and the value of the
equipment require that the system components be engineered to reduce any
potential for failure or service interruption.

Milwaukee Valve offers a diverse selection of products that are utilized in data
centers. High performance butterfly valves can handle it all, standing up to high
temperatures and elevated pressures. From 2½”-48”, all HP Butterfly Valves
offer bi-directional bubble-tight sealing at up to 740 psi. Lug styles enable
double dead-end service at full rated pressures. Outstanding reliability makes
them the perfect choice for data centers and other mission-critical operations
where failure could be catastrophic…and costly.

Read more:



In addition to HP butterfly valves, Milwaukee also has provided actuators and
controls to several data center projects. The pneumatic offering can automate
ball and butterfly valves with torque values from 71 to 38,996 in-lb. Electric
actuators are available in single and three-phase electrical supply to drive ball
and butterfly valves with torque values ranging from 884 to 88,500 in-lb. This
wide range provides great versatility and the simplicity of specifying one brand
throughout your entire project.

Get complete specs and features for HP butterflies, actuation and controls, and
our other valve lines at www.MilwaukeeValve.com.
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